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this property is used to enable the fog effect. when enabled, all the objects in the scene are
affected by a fog effect. you can also use the fog distance property to define the range of the
effect. the default value is 0, which makes the fog effect invisible. the user interface initialized
property is used to determine when the user interface should be initialized. for example, when
your game launches for the first time, you can use this property to automatically initialize the

user interface. otherwise, you can use it to initialize the user interface manually. scalable
normal mapped is the same as regular normal mapped, but with a better simulation of depth.

the extra depth effect is achieved through the use of a height map. the height map is
contained in the alpha channel of the normal mapa type of bump map texture that allows you
to add surface detail such as bumps, grooves, and scratches to a model which catch the light
as if they are represented by real geometry. more info see in glossary. in the alpha, black is

zero depth and white is full depth. this is most often used in bricks/stones to better display the
cracks between them. scalable normal mapped transparent is the same as regular normal

mapped transparent, but with a better simulation of depth. the extra depth effect is achieved
through the use of a height map. the height map is contained in the alpha channel of the

normal mapa type of bump map texture that allows you to add surface detail such as bumps,
grooves, and scratches to a model which catch the light as if they are represented by real

geometry. more info see in glossary. in the alpha, black is zero depth and white is full depth.
this is most often used in bricks/stones to better display the cracks between them.
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When you are running a scene in Unity, click Player Settings. Go to Scene and then Add New
Scene. Enter the name and select the scene you want to open in the inspector. The scene will
be opened in the inspector. There are multiple components that can be added into the scene.
Click the Prefab and choose the prefab you want to use. Click Download Prefab and save the
prefab. To delete or replace the prefab, right-click the file. A new window will pop up. Click
Remove to remove the file. Open the scene in Unity. Use the free opensource ProFX app to

export the prefabs and packages in the app. Click Open Project and select the project that has
the projects that you want to export. Export the assets that you want. Right-click the exported
prefab and select Open in Project and open the project in Unity. This is a editor only property

to indicate when to show the Inspector popup. While debugging you will always get this popup.
This property can be set to enable debugging messages, but users need to enable these

messages by themselves. This is because if you set this to true, Unitys core functionality needs
to be debugged. In this property, you can set the size of the shadow area around objects. If

you set the shadow size lower than 0.1 (or 0.2 on iPhone), the shadow size will be calculated
automatically. This cannot be changed later. For iPhone, you can also set the shadow size to 0
for the small, medium and large screens, and let the calculated size vary between 0.2 and 0.4.
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